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FULL ARTICLE:
The Conference Declaration at the end of the 17th World Rural
Health Conference 2021, hosted virtually from Bangladesh, calls for
research that is guided by communities to foster and enhance rural
services, noting that for rural communities there should be
‘nothing about us, without us’ . This is an important call that Rural
and Remote Health should consider seriously. The slogan ‘nothing
about us, without us’, rendered from the Latin nihil de nobis, sine
nobis, apparently originated in central European politics and
demands that no policy should be decided without the

participation of people who are or will be affected by a policy or
action . It has been used widely by different activist groups to
campaign for a place at the decision-making table, and in essence
lies behind rural-proofing, a concept with which readers of this
journal are likely to be familiar .

Despite extensive research ethics committees and review board
processes being in place for research to be conducted, the notion
of what it means to be a research participant, and for a person or
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group to be researched, has not been widely discussed in terms of
health research ethics, beyond ensuring fully informed consent. In
contrast, there is an extensive social science literature around
alternative approaches to research that are more inclusive and
participatory . 

This silence is concerning, particularly given the exploitation of
study participants throughout the history of medical research, even
post-Nuremburg, particularly well documented in the story of
Henrietta Lacks . Is there a failure to see the power and hierarchy
that may prevent participation from being seen as anything more
than giving consent?

As a result, perhaps, the medical literature is replete with examples
of studies about groups in which researchers from the ‘outside’
present and discuss their findings without any reflection of the
views of those who have been researched. This can be seen at an
international level where, on a regular basis, articles about people
in the Global South are written by researchers from high-income
countries, without participation of researchers in low-to-middle-
income countries (LMICs), which is a manifestation of ongoing
research colonialism in Africa . For example, an article about
COVID-19 was published last year in Science, in which authors
affiliated to institutions in high-income countries discussed
mitigation and suppression strategies in LMICs ; the nature of the
authorship was raised in two letters published in the journal ,
which apparently did not receive any response, either from authors
or from editors. More recently, BMJ Global Health published an
analysis of global health research that noted the uneven progress
in improving representation of LMIC-affiliated authors in studies
about LMICs, but the authors of the review were all affiliated with
institutions in a higher income country, the irony of which was not
even mentioned in the article .

A related issue may arise in relation to the moral rights in written
work for memorable quotations in qualitative research. When a
researcher identifies a pattern or relationship in participant
responses, it appears entirely appropriate to claim this as the
intellectual property of the researcher. However, when a direct
quotation is used to illustrate this finding, when should the
participant be given the opportunity to be recognised as the
author of the quote? What if the quote is used in the title of the
paper, as is done in an excellent article from New Zealand, recently
published in this journal?  How could this be done while ensuring
the rights of participants to confidentiality and privacy are
protected? Or could this be what restrains authors from
considering this?

Is this just an ethical issue? ‘Nothing about us without us’ in health
research is mirrored in the debates on value-based health care
around moving from informed patient consent to informed patient
choice . Key to this improvement is the patient having an active
voice in determining the care provided to them as compared to a
more passive assent to care options decided by clinicians. If the
evidence is that clinical outcomes, cost and reduction in
unintended harms are all improved by this active patient
participation in care choices , could more active participation in
research by study participants lead to similar improvements in

research outcomes such as improved analysis of data, reduced
harm to participants and swifter translation of findings into
practice?

This journal has taken the decision that, as far as it can be
determined, an article about people in any country or region
without authors from that country or region will not be published.
A few other journals, notably including Global Health Action
Journal, have similar stances. An article published by Human
Resources for Health in 2020, on barriers to performing surgery
among associate clinicians in sub-Saharan Africa, had no authors
affiliated to sub-Saharan African institutions . After this was raised
by one of us (IC), an addition was made to that journal’s aims,
indicating that it ‘encourages collaboration with colleagues in the
locations where the research is conducted, and expects their
inclusion as co-authors when they fulfill all authorship criteria’ .

It is recognised, however, that as an editor it is more difficult to
assess this at a community level, where outsiders cannot easily tell
who might be representing a particular community in an author
team. This would require more specific screening. In response to
discussions about the requirement for meaningful engagement of
Indigenous peoples in publications about them, the Canadian
Journal of Public Health has introduced specific questions to
address this issue : whether Indigenous peoples are a focus of the
manuscript; if yes, whether they were engaged in the study and/or
preparation of the manuscript; and, if yes, what the nature of the
involvement was. These provide a very useful template, which
could serve as a basis for further policy development in Rural and
Remote Health.

An article just published in this journal  provides an excellent
example of how communities can be meaningfully engaged in
research. When this article, about a project in Uganda, was
submitted, in addition to a named author from a Batwa
community, the Batwa communities as a whole were listed among
the authors. The responsible editor (IC) raised concern about how
a community could fulfil the requirements of authorship set out in
the guidelines of the International Committee of Medical Journal
Editors (ICMJE) . The response of the authorship team was
unequivocal, showing how each of the four ICMJE criteria were
clearly met by the Batwa communities, because:

given the community-based research design, Batwa
communities were central in developing the research
question and methodology for the manuscript
several follow-up research sessions were held in Batwa
communities in 2016 and 2017 to critically revise the
manuscript draft
the main findings included in the manuscript were reviewed
by Batwa community members during follow-up research
sessions
Batwa community representatives were accountable and
ensured that the work presented was accurate.

On that basis, Rural and Remote Health was pleased to accept the
article and acknowledge the Batwa communities as co-authors in
this publication, and we wish through this editorial to both
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commend the authors for this and hold them up as possible
examples for others to follow.

We recognise as a journal that we need to get our own house in
order and to have clearer policies in this regard. We also recognise
as individual authors that we have personally been involved in
research approaches that we may now frame differently on the
basis of reflecting on these issues as editors. One step for us was
having this editorial reviewed by authors of the two 2021 Rural
and Remote Health articles we have referred to : Fiona Doolan-

Noble, Vivienne Steele, Kaitlin Patterson, Nia King and Sherilee
Harper.

Science is not static; nor are we, as researchers or individuals. We
argue that, as an international health science community, we
should be developing and adopting such research and publication
policies so that there is indeed ‘nothing about us, without us’. We
welcome input from readers as to the approach we should be
taking in Rural and Remote Health going forward.
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